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Abstract  
Science caricatures is an important education method that attracts attention of students due to its 
humorous property, provides them to develop positive attitude by making them love lessons, increases 
critical thinking and motivation, develops creativity, reasoning and imagination as well as provides 
learning permanent and pleasurable by making learning easy. In this context in this study, it was 
aimed to develop science caricatures to use waste and recycling subject in education for secondary 
school students. In the research science caricatures for teaching recyclable waste, separating waste 
from their source, recycling symbol and the importance of recycling towards education were 
developed. In preparation stage of science caricatures, primarily which parts of subject is available for 
caricature drawing was determined by reviewing all information about waste and recycling. Science 
caricatures regarding parts determined by researchers, were designed. As science caricatures were 
being designed, they were regarded to involve examples from daily life. Designed science caricatures 
were brought to their final form drowned by a caricaturist. Since science involves abstract and 
complex subjects and concepts, this can cause formation of negative idea, attitude and prejudice 
towards science in students. That is why using science caricatures that are entertaining, increase 
attention, motivation and critical thinking, make students active and bear trace of daily life in teaching 
of science subjects is thought to be important. Also, as how much science correlates with daily life is 
considered, science caricatures are attracted attention as a suitable learning method for teaching of 
science subjects. That is why we think that developed science caricatures will contribute education 
literature and shed light to researchers that want to make a study about the subject. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Education material involves lesson presentation contents that are done by benefitting from various 
materials in order to achieve targets [1]. Using materials in teaching is important in terms of staging 
teaching content from abstract to concrete, addressing to more than one sense organ of a student and 
thus making learning easy. Education materials are needed to be synthesized creatively in lesson in 
order to achieve gainings of students and these syntheses are also needed to be developed by using 
principles of material preparation and designing [2]. The materials chosen suitable for subject and aim 
increase learning by enriching education period. The suitability of both chosen material and teaching-
learning theory that will be applied accordingly, to target gainings and class level should also be taken 
into consideration [3].  

One of the teaching materials that are used in education is science caricatures. Education researchers 
express that caricatures are important materials using to increase creativity and critical thinking of 
students [4]. Taş [5] states that learning becomes easier when the caricatures are prepared by taking 
interest, development level, age, environment, requirements and wishes of students into 
consideration. By means of caricature the previous knowledge of individual in education period comes 
out with new concept, situation, knowledge as well as with the movement in his perception point in his 
mind so a new learning way is opened. Thus rote learning leaves its place to learning without 
memorization [6]. Using caricature in lessons is considered as an education material that affects 
success of student in a positive way, increases motivation of student [7], helps student to focus his 
attention and learn entertainingly, expressively and permanently [8]. Also caricatures that are involved 
in lesson can cause increase of thinking skills in students [9].  

Besides science caricatures are being an art branch that attracts attention of students with its 
humorous side, it is also a mental activity that provides students to solve a puzzle, discover new 
things, understand and interpret humour by revealing humour hidden in drawing. Also science 
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caricatures is a mean that can be used in every lesson and every subject as well as develops thinking, 
perception, understanding, realizing, enacting creativity and imagination of students. In addition to 
make students love lesson, it also makes learning permanent and entertaining due to giving place to 
more mental activities and sense organs. Moreover it helps students to recognize their environment 
and society better by developing their reasoning skills [10]. 

Since science involves abstract and complex subjects and concepts, this can cause formation of 
negative idea, attitude and prejudice towards science in students. That is why using science 
caricatures that are entertaining, increase attention, motivation and critical thinking, make students 
active and bear trace of daily life in teaching of science subjects is thought to be important. Also, as 
how much science correlates with daily life is considered, science caricatures are attracted attention 
as a suitable learning method for teaching of science subjects. In this scope in this study, it was aimed 
to develop science caricatures to use waste and recycling subject in education for secondary school 
students. That is why we think that developed science caricatures will contribute education literature 
and shed light to researchers that want to make a study about the subject. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
As the research has descriptive property, science caricatures were developed towards secondary 
school students. In this study primarily “waste and recycling” subject was chosen as it is one of the 
important environmental problem and a subject in science lesson. A general frame was prepared by 
making literature research about the subject and the subject was deepened to obtain by searching 
how this subject takes part in secondary school science programme and textbooks as well as which 
concepts are included. In preparation stage of science caricatures, primarily which parts of subject is 
available for caricature drawing was determined by reviewing all information about waste and 
recycling. Science caricatures regarding parts determined by researchers, were designed. As science 
caricatures were being designed, they were regarded to involve examples from daily life. Designed 
science caricatures were brought to their final form drowned by a caricaturist. In the research science 
caricatures for teaching recyclable waste, separating waste from their source, recycling symbol and 
the importance of recycling towards education were developed. 

3 RESULTS 
In the research, science caricatures developed about recycling waste were given in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Science caricatures developed about recycling waste. 

In Figure 1, science caricatures for plastic, paper/cardboard, glass, metal, composite waste among 
recyclable waste besides the ones symbolizing waste batteries and electronic waste, were prepared. 
Waste types placing in science caricatures that were prepared for recyclable waste, were prepared 
basing waste that students can encounter frequently in their daily lives. In science caricatures it was 
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aimed to increase attention of students about especially domestic waste, batteries as dangerous 
waste and electronic waste.  

In research science caricature developed for separating waste from source was given in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Science caricature developed for separating waste from source. 

In Figure 2, a science caricature was prepared towards separating waste types from source. In 
prepared science caricatures it was aimed to draw attention of students about separating waste 
according to their types is an important stage for recycling.   

In research science caricatures developed about recycling symbol were given in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Science caricatures developed about recycling symbol. 

In Figure 3, it was aimed to create awareness towards recycling symbol and obtaining new products 
by recycling with drawings in which recycling symbol on waste collection vehicle, recyclable waste go 
to recycling plant happily and obtaining new products by recycling waste at recycling plant, were 
caricatured.  

In research science caricature developed about recycling conversion was given in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Science caricature developed about recycling conversion. 

In a science caricature prepared in Figure 4, it was aimed to draw attention of students towards 
recycling conversion. The process of students separating waste from source, taking waste to recycling 
plant by waste collection vehicles and presenting new products to consumer, were caricatured. Also 
with these caricatures it was aimed to aware consciousness of students about the contribution of 
recycling to economy, protecting of natural sources and decreasing waste quantity. 

In research science caricatures developed about the environmental importance of recycling were 
given in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Science caricature developed about the importance of recycling. 

In science caricature in Figure 5, it was aimed to draw attention of students towards environmental 
importance of recycling. In the caricature the positive effect of recycling on environment and nature 
was caricatured.  

In research science caricature developed about recyclable product conscious was given in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Science caricature developed about recycling conscious. 
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In science caricature in Figure 6, it was aimed to form recycling consciousness in students. In this 
figure the consciousness of students about recyclable products and their preference of choosing them, 
was caricatured.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of research science caricatures were developed for teaching secondary school students 
recyclable waste, separating waste from their source, recycling symbol and the importance of 
recycling. If science caricatures are taken into consideration as effective teaching materials, it was 
thought that it is important to develop science caricatures towards different science subjects and 
examine their effect in education. Since science involves abstract and complex subjects and concepts, 
this can cause formation of negative idea, attitude and prejudice towards science in students. That is 
why using science caricatures that are entertaining, increase attention, motivation and critical thinking, 
make students active and bear trace of daily life in teaching of science subjects is thought to be 
important. In this scope it is thought that using science caricatures will affect attitudes, motivations and 
academic success of students in positive way. Thus, Kılınç [9] in his study states that science 
caricatures have positive affect on success of students, their attitude towards biology lesson as well as 
their motivation in biology lesson. Similarly, Üstün [11] in his study reached a solution that academic 
success increases with caricatures. Rule and Auge [12] state that caricatures make subjects to learn 
easily. Also Rule, Sallis, and Donaldson [13] in their study state that teacher candidates can learn 
more with caricatures and caricatures are motivating for them. In subjects such as respiratory system 
[14]; environment [6, 15, 16]; immune system [17]; electric [5] and Biology teaching [18] it was 
obtained that caricature supporting teaching is more effective than traditional teaching. All these 
results reveal that science caricatures are important and effective education materials. In this scope it 
is thought that developing and using science caricatures in every stage of education as well as in 
different disciplines, is important. 
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